In current dialogue systems the use of speech as an input modality is common. But this modality is only one of those human beings use. In human-human interaction people use gestures to point or facial expressions to show their moods as well. To give modern systems a chance to read information from all modalities used by humans, these systems must have multimodal user interfaces. The SMARTKOM system has such a multimodal interface that analyzes facial expression, speech and gesture simultaneously. Here we present the module that fulfills the task of facial expression analysis in order to identify the internal state of a user.
State of the Art
The knowledge about a user's facial expression can be used, e.g., to recognize that a helpless user needs some help or to adapt presented information in case of confusion. The systems dealing with classification of facial images, which were developed over the past years, can be differentiated according to the following characteristics:
• sequence or single image • recognizable classes • used features • used classifier For the field of single images, the decision for a class is done with respect to one single image. Methods using single images can be found in Wiskott (1997) ; Chen and Huang (2002) , Kumar and Poggio (2000) , and Thomaz et al. (2001) . Images sequences are used in Kaiser et al. (1998) , Essa and Pentland (1997) ,and Müller et al. (2001) . These methods and similar ones use the variation over time, for instance the optical flow.
Some systems cannot be associated with single-image or image-sequence methods. Samples of such hybrid systems can be found in Schwerdt et al. (2000) , Lien et al. (1998a) , and Tian et al. (2001) . The first system classifies each frame of a sequence, and the results form a trajectory of changes in the face, which is classified using an eigenspace. Both other systems use a neutral image to find relative changes to the current one. This comparison allows users to determine the intensity of the facial expression.
Depending on the field of application, a facial expression recognition system must have a special category set, to which the faces should be classified. Very common is the concept of six basic emotions (happiness, sadness, anger, fear, disgust and surprise) used by Ekman (Lyons et al., 1999; Thomaz et al., 2001; Otsuka and Ohya, 1997) . Subsets of these emotions are also used. Often there is one additional expression, "raised eyebrows" (Müller et al., 2001; Schwerdt et al., 2000; Essa and Pentland, 1995) .
Besides these complex categories, there are several methods which use action units (AUs) (Ekman and Friesen, 1978) as a category set: Lien et al. (1998a) , Tian et al. (2000) , Tian et al. (2001) , Otsuka and Ohya (1999) , and Braathen et al. (2001) . AUs are the smallest units in facial movements similar to phonemes for speech. The major interest to the AUs arises from their relevance in field of psychology. Because AUs are a standard technique for coding facial expressions, automatic coding would provide a much larger set of data for further experiments in psychology.
There are only a few papers concerning classification of user states that are not part of the basic emotions. Most systems that detect states necessary for a human computer interaction (attention, point of interest, stress, fatigue, etc.) use touch sensors. One example for the recognition of fatigue from an image sequence is shown in Li et al. (1999) .
AUs are not only used as a category system, but also as features. Some systems using AUs as features are explained in Lien et al. (1998b) , Otsuka and Ohya (1999) , and Cohn et al. (1998) .
For feature extraction to expression classification, one can distinguish between template-based and analytic methods. Template-based methods match a face model to a face. Then positions of facial features are extracted from this model, or muscle movements are derived. Template-based methods use graphs (Wiskott, 1997) , models of facial features, e.g., the mouth (Oliver et al., 1997; Tian et al., 2000) , or work with hand-segmented facial features. Essa explains (Essa and Pentland, 1997) a two-step system by matching a triangle mesh, using optical flow (Simoncelli, 1993) to the face and matching the result to a muscle model of the face.
In feature-based methods one can often find systems using wavelets. Two common types of wavelets are Haar wavelets (Kumar and Poggio, 2000) and Gabor wavelets (Lyons et al., 1999; Hu et al., 2002) .
The systems for facial expression classification found in literature differ not only in the used features but also in the used classifier. They can be subdivided into model-, rule-and neural network-based methods. As model-based methods, principal component analysis, PCA (Schwerdt et al., 2000; Thomaz et al., 2001; Kirby and Sirovich, 1990) or support vector machines SVM (Braathen et al., 2001 ) are used. If the classification is done using image sequences and not only single images, the information of the single frames can be combined. For this task Hidden Markov Models are well known (Otsuka and Ohya, 1997; Müller et al., 2001; Oliver et al., 1997; Lien et al., 1998a) . Rule-based methods include rules to map features to classes. In Chen and Huang (2002) the results from different classification stages are fused using handmade rules. An expert system using AUs for classifying facial expressions is explained in Pantic (2001) . Methods based on neural nets can be found in Tian et al. (2000) , Hu et al. (2002) , and Zhang et al. (1998) .
Furthermore, methods and systems for facial expression classification can be differentiated using facts like The presented facial expression module uses a localization technique based on color because this is a feature common to all faces. As classifiers, eigenspaces PCA and SVM are used. Both allow the use of pixel values as features instead of segmented facial features such as eyebrows and lip corners. The motivation for not hand selecting features is the success of probabilistic, segmentation-free methods for spontaneous speech recognition. Facial expressions during a multimodal dialogue are equivalent to spontaneous utterances.
Module Description
The facial expression module consists of three main parts: localization, classification, and combination and sending of data ( Fig. 1 ) in order to fulfill the task of facial expression recognition as part of a multimodal dialogue system. They are explained in more detail in the following sections.
The facial expression recognition does not try to detect the basic emotions like disgust, etc., but tries to detect user states. User states are all these internal states of a user that influence his or her interaction with the automatic system. For an information system similar to SMARTKOM , user states like hesitant or angry are suitable.
Localization
The localization of a face in the SMARTKOM environment has several constraints. There is at most one person using SMARTKOM , but this person is unknown to the system. The background is dynamic and is also unknown. It is not possible to use motion information to locate a person. For this reason we decided to use facial color as a first step in person localization.
Because skin color is not very clearly defined in the RGB color space, we use the YUV color space. In Fig. 2 one can see the results of a skin color segmentation. A nontypical image is used for better illustration: nonfacial skin color can be found as well. It is possible to eliminate "cold" colors. The resulting pixels are used as hypotheses for the further calculations.
To find the real position of the face, the facial expression module uses a holistic classifier and a filter. The holistic classifier can be a SVM, see Osuna et al. (1996) or PCA, see Turk and Pentland (1991a) .
A problem when separating faces from "nonfaces" is that a nonface is not clearly defined. It is not possible to collect a set of all kinds of nonfaces. Therefore, the holistic classifiers sometimes select an area in an image as a face which is, for a human observer, clearly not a face. This problem can be reduced by a filter. We use a bank of circle frequency (CF) filters (Kawato and Tetsutani, 2002) . The CF filter tries to find an area with alternation of light and dark values, which can be found near the between-eyes point (dark eyes, light forehead and nose). The effects of this filter are illustrated in Fig. 3 . 
Classification
After the position of the face/the person is localized, the user state of this person can be classified. The classification is done by holistic classifiers as well. The method proposed by us for the recognition of facial expressions is a modification of a standard eigenspace classification for user identification. Eigenspace methods are well known in the field of face recognition (Turk and Pentland, 1991b; Yambor et al., 2000; Moghaddam and Pentland, 1994) . In a standard face recognition system, one eigenspace for each person is created using different face images. The set of face images for each person is used to create a probability distribution or a representative for this person in the face space. Later, when classifying an image of an unknown person, this image is projected onto the face spaces. The probability distribution or representative that best matches the new image is chosen as the class in question.
To create an eigenspace with training images, a partial Karhunen-Loéve transformation, also called principal component analysis (PCA), is used. This transformation is a dimensionality reduction scheme that maximizes the scatter of all projected samples, using N sample images of a person {x 1 , x 2 ,... ,x N } with values in an ndimensional feature space. Let µ be the mean image of all feature vectors. The total scatter matrix is then defined as
In PCA, the optimal projection W opt to a lower-dimensional subspace is chosen to maximize the determinant of the total scatter matrix of the projected samples
where {w i |i = 1, 2,... m} is the set of n-dimensional eigenvectors of S T corresponding to the set of decreasing eigenvalues. These eigenvectors have the same dimension as the input vectors and are referred to as "eigenfaces". In Fig. 4 the first four eigenfaces of the angry eigenspace are shown. In the following we assume that highorder eigenvectors correspond to high eigenvalues. Therefore, high-order eigenvectors contain more relevant information. Fig. 4 . The left image is the average image; the following images are the first four eigenvectors of the angry eigenspace (Frank and Nöth, 2001) For face classification a new image is projected to each eigenspace and the eigenspace which best describes the input image is selected. This is accomplished by calculating the residual description error.
Imagine we have training sets F κ of l samples y i with similar characteristics for each class Ω κ , κ ∈ 1,...,k. There is different illumination, different face shape, etc., in each set F κ . Reconstructing one image y i with each of our eigenspaces results in k different samples y κ . The reconstructed images do not differ in characteristics like illumination, because this is modeled by each eigenspace. But they differ in the facial expression of specific regions, such as the mouth or the eyes area.
With a set of eigenspaces for each class Ω κ we receive distances ν κ of a test image y i to each class
An image is attributed to a class k with minimum distance as criterion. In addition to the modeling of separate models for each user state, we use only a subset of the available pixels, i.e., only "significant" pixels; the extraction of this subset is described in Frank and Nöth (2003) . This method creates a map of significancy of pixels and allows us to delete less significant ones. In Fig. 5 one can see such a map (leftmost image). Only pixels significant for facial expression (mouth and eye areas) are selected as features for the holistic classifier.
Combination and sending
The classification step produces results for every captured frame, but a facial expression has a longer duration than a single frame. Normally, it starts with a neutral expression, then the expression of the user state evolves and goes back to the neutral expression. Therefore, the single classification results are combined in order to send fewer messages to the SMARTKOM pool.
There are some rules to decide whether a message should be sent or not: The second rule is necessary because the system needs to know that nothing happened, but the facial expression module is still "alive" and keeps watching the user. The values for long time and significantly used in rules 2 and 3 can be set using the GUI of the module. This is necessary because the amount of data processed by the facial expression module depends on the computational resources needed by other modules.
The sent data are a combination of single classification resulting from the last analyzed frames. The older a single classification result is, the lower is its influence to the overall result.
Experiments
For examination of the proposed classification methods we need a special dataset, including video sequences and corresponding user state labels. In the WOZ dataset of the SMARTKOM project (Schiel and Türk, 2006) , one can only find a very small subset showing expressive user state. Therefore, we collected our own multimodal dataset with acted user states (Adelhardt et al., 2006) . For the following experiments we used sequences of ten persons with, for a human being, recognizable expressions, in a leave-one-out manner. The whole face is used to create four eigenspaces for four facial expression classes. When a naive user tried to express an utterance in an angry manner, he/she often displayed neutral facial expressions before and after speaking, thus not every image of a sequence shows the same user state. The same is true for the other user states. The labeling of each single image is not possible due to the complexity. A consequence of that is a low recognition rate for neutral, because each class-specific dataset includes neutral faces. The classification of faces with internal movements, produced due to speaking, is very difficult. We achieve a low recognition rate of 32%. The confusion matrix is shown in Table 1 . A problem is the user state angry. Anger a facial expression that is shown in many different ways by different users, whereas joy is consistently marked by risen lip corners.
The same procedure applied to a dataset (presented in Martinez and Benavente (1998)) of mugshots, showing four different facial expressions, yields 59%. The high recognition rate of the still images are due to reasons given above. One idea to solve the latter problem is the elimination of face regions influenced by speaking. To find out which part of a face is able to identify which facial expression, we performed experiments using only parts of a face for classification.
For this task it is necessary to know the position of eyes, nose and mouth and to have full-blown facial expression. Therefore, we use the database presented in Martinez and Benavente (1998) . So the first-mentioned problem (not every frame shows an expression) does not influence our results and we can concentrate on the face regions.
To classify face regions, the faces are split into three parts (eye, nose, and moutharea). Samples of these three regions can be seen in Fig. 6 . When only using one facial region for expression classification, the region centered at the mouth gives the best results (79%). The eye area achieves 63%, and the nose area 65%. The confusion matrices for all three face regions are shown in Table 2 . It is noticeable that the different regions have different capabilities in indentifying different facial expressions. The mouth area gives really good results identifying smile and shout expressions, but neutral and anger are mixed up more often. However, these two classes can be told apart by the eye region. Astonishingly, the eye area had a good classification rate for identifying shouting. The reason for this is obvious when viewing images with the facial expression shout (Fig. 7) . Normally, a human closes or pinches his/her eyes while shouting. This is one feature to separate shout from open the mouth (which is not part of the dataset). All other expressions are classified with nearly equal recognition rates.
So if one of the face regions is occluded or for other reasons is not available for classification, it is possible to recognize facial expressions. But this is not the case in all situations. While using an automatic dialogue system, a user has to speak. Speaking changes the mouth area but does not affect the user state. This makes the mouth area classifier less trustworthy during speaking. A fusion of the classification results of other region classifiers may improve the overall result. Therefore, we examine the fusion of classification results.
Fusion
Each facial expression may be accentuated in another face region. We developed rules to combine results of the classifier for each face region dependent on user states. For the class shout it is clear (96%) that the mouth area is a trustworthy indicator. The last section of These two rules are based on the low false alarm rate of the mouth area classifier for the classes smile and shout (4% for smile and 0% for shout). The classification rate is 96% and 97% for shout and smile, respectively. The high recognition rates combined with low false alarm rate makes the mouth area a trustworthy face region for classification of smile and shout. During speaking it is not possible to use the mouth area for classification, because this face region has considerable changes due to moving lips. In this case the other regions of the face should be used for facial expression classification. The decision whether the person is speaking or not at the moment can be obtained from a speech recognition system.
The following experiments use only test images with classes not equal to shout. The eye area classifier achieves 57%, and the nose area classifier 64%. We introduce the following rules: The rules were developed using a subset of the total data. This subset was deleted from the test set in order to not influence recognition rates. Using these rules gives an improvement of the recognition rate of 10% (eye area), resp. 3% (nose area). Fig. 8 . Neither the eye nor the nose area classifier was able to classify these images. The displayed facial expressions are (from left to right): neutral, smile, anger. The first one was classified as smile (eye area), shout (nose area); The second as anger (both), the third as smile (eye area) and neutral (nose area)
The recognition rate of combining the eye area classifier and the nose area classifier achieves 67%. All classifiers missed the right decision for 23% of the images. It is not possible to solve the classification for these images. Some of these misclassified images are shown in Fig. 8 . The confusion matrix for the fusion of results from eye and nose area classifiers is given in Table 3 .
Conclusion
Facial expression recognition in an automatic dialogue system context has two additional problems compared to facial expression recognition known from the literature (Lien et al., 1998b; Essa and Pentland, 1995; Müller et al., 2001) : the expressions are weak because users try to hide them, and users are speaking. The latter, a normal behavior for a dialogue, results in facial changes near the mouth not related to internal user states.
In cases where the mouth area could not be used for classification, a classification and fusion of local area classifiers allows the detection of the current user state. A disadvantage is that the combination results depend on the facial expression. Each face region displays each facial expression with different weights. The combination rules shown above obtain an improvement of 3% (resp., 10%) absolute to 67%. 
